
Top online sources used in travel planning

Reach more travelers 
with Bing Ads mobile

Leisure travelers1 Business travelers

90 million
U.S. travelers use a smartphone 
to access travel content.2

92%
of all people who engage with 
travel content on a mobile device 
use a mobile browser.2

45%
of luxury travelers intentionally 
clicked on a smartphone ad.2

58%
of travel spending happens 
during the trip and mobile 
becomes the de facto means 
of discovery of in-trip tours, 
dining and activities.3
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Fourth Coffee
www.FourthCoffee.com     
Enjoy a specialty coffee or espresso at our local café. 
4567 Main Street, Seattle - Directions - (206) 555-0100
Imported coffee beans Coffee makers
Cafe gallery Sustainability commitment
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Travel Click trend PCs Smartphones

Tweak bid adjustments to secure ad positions 
1 or 2 on smartphones.7 Click-through rate lowers 
significantly as ad position drops.

Put your ads front and center 
on the Yahoo Bing Network6

• 161 million unique searchers 
every month.

• 31% of the search market, which 
is nearly one-third of all queries 
in the U.S.

• Yahoo Bing Network searchers 
spend more online: 23% more than 
the average Internet searcher.

Optimize your ads for mobile5

Use ad extensions to maximize your ad 
footprint and grab consumers’ attention.
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Ad performance on YBN and recommendations6

261% growth in mobile clicks delivered for travel 
over two years on the Yahoo Bing Network.

Drive users through the purchase 
funnel with a mobile-friendly site.

The conversion rate for smartphone 
shoppers on mobile-optimized 
sites is 160% higher than on non-
optimized sites.4

Add a mobile app that’s designed to 
make it easy to book and buy.

Drive downloads of your travel app 
by displaying App Extensions when 
consumers search for your brand.

On the Yahoo Bing Network, 14% of 
clicks on travel content now come from 
smartphones.6

Bing Ads mobile advertisers in the travel 
sector pay roughly 66% of the cost per 
click on PCs or tablets.6
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Get started today >

Mobile ads using Sitelink Extensions have 
up to 20% higher click-through rates.

Location Extensions increase 
click-through rates 10%–30%.

Call Extensions increase 
click-through rates 15%–25%.

http://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/cl/33070/mobile-travel-insights

